Multifamily Metro Outlook:
Orange County – Q2 2022
Overview:
• Orange County’s economy is recovering from the COVID crisis and is somewhat ahead of California in that recovery. The core of the
metro's economic engine is well-paying professional & business service jobs that account for 20% of the area’s jobs, well above the 14%
proportion nationally, and all of these jobs have returned. However, Orange County is home to a significant tourism sector (headlined by
Disneyland and Knott’s Berry Farm) which has reopened, but activity levels remain behind levels prior to the outbreak, especially for
business and convention travel, though these components of travel have showing signs of growth in 2022.
• Orange County’s multifamily market was in good shape prior to the outbreak. Strong economic and apartment market conditions
attracted developers, and the metro’s apartment market was poised for some easing as good, but not exceptional, demand was slightly
outweighed by a generous supply of new units. The market has robustly rebounded, with exceptionally low vacancy rates and
unprecedented rates of rent growth, but the rebound will likely ease in the coming months.
• Housing affordability remains a significant concern in the metro area. Home prices remain unaffordable to three-quarters of the metro’s
population. The area’s soft job growth prior to COVID was partially attributable to this affordability: while there were many employers
seeking new hires, not enough workers wanted to move to the metro due to the high cost of living and housing.
Market Strengths:
• Low vacancy rates have persisted for many years, never going above 6% in the last 10 years and historically staying below 5%. Indicators
all point to long term demand for multifamily rental housing, especially given the high cost of single-family housing.
• Job growth in Orange County had returned prior to COVID, though it slowed due to a limited number of job seekers: the metro added
+25,300 jobs in 2019, increasing +1.7%, compared to +1.4% nationally. The metro is forecasted to see well-above average job growth
over the next five years, with Moody’s estimating annual growth of +1.5%, compared to +1.1% nationally.
Market Weaknesses:
• Population growth in 2021 was -0.1%, underperforming the national average of +0.3%. Forecasts indicate that population growth will
turn positive but will continue to be below average through 2026.
• The cost of housing in Orange County is so high that many of the new employees must find housing outside of Orange County, limiting
the impact of a strengthening job market on the local apartment market.
Development:
• Nearly 15,200 apartment units have been completed since the start of 2017, and another 5,500 units are currently underway. Since the
beginning of 2006, around 8,900 condo units were completed, though fewer than 800 condo units are underway and due to be delivered
through 2023. The relatively modest level of condo development in Orange County is not a significant threat to the supply of rental
housing in the metro. The primary concern for the metro is the supply of existing single-family homes for rent, though this concern is
minor considering the exceptionally high prices of single family homes in the metro.
Outlook:
• The metro’s rental market was poised for modest easing prior to the COVID outbreak, but it has seen exceptional demand in the past
year. With the expected recovery of the metro’s job market nearly complete, the apartment market should return to being quite healthy
compared to the nation and other parts of Southern California, though some brief periods of negative fundamental measures may occur
after the recent rebound subsides. Despite pending inventory additions, over the long-term Orange County still will likely need a
significant number of new rental units to satisfy its expected growth and make housing in the area more affordable.
• Orange County is a world-class destination metro, with several economic engines, including low paid tourism jobs and highly paid
professional and business services jobs. Its attractiveness is also one of its most important weakness: the desirability of living in the
metro has resulted in it being a very expensive place to live, work, and do business. COVID temporarily stalled the economic engines, but
the foundational industries aren’t going anywhere in the near-term, and Orange County is very likely to continue growing economically,
albeit it at a slower pace than the national average.

Five Year Metro Area Growth Forecast

Population (000s)
Households (000s)
Renting Cohort (Ages 20-34) (000s)
Total Employment (000s)
Median Household Income
Median SF Home Price
Net Migration

Q4 2021

Q4 2026

3,167
1,055
653
1,612
$96,119
$1,126,341
‐14,688

3,169
1,089
618
1,733
$112,721
$1,327,636
‐13,231

Orange County CA

National

(5-Year Annual Average Change)

(5-Year Annual Average Change)

0.01%
0.62%
‐1.12%
1.46%
3.24%
3.34%

0.47%
0.90%
‐0.30%
1.08%
3.30%
1.93%

Source: Moody’s
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